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Abstract: Hand-crafted features employed in classical generic instance segmentation methods have limited discrimina-
tive power to distinguish different objects in the scene, while Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based
semantic segmentation is restricted to predefined semantics and not aware of object instances. In this paper,
we combine the advantages of the two methodologies and apply the combined approach to solve a generic
instance segmentation problem in RGBD video sequences. In practice, a classical generic instance segmen-
tation method is employed to initially detect object instances and build temporal correspondences, whereas
instance models are trained based on the few detected instance samples via CNNs to generate robust features
for instance segmentation. We exploit the idea of one shot learning to deal with the small training sample
size problem when training CNNs. Experiment results illustrate the promising performance of the proposed
approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

The performance of classical generic instance seg-
mentation methods, such as (Lin et al., 2018), is
usually restricted to the discriminative power of the
employed hand-crafted features. Those features are
not representative enough to describe and distinguish
different object instances when segmenting interact-
ing object instances in generic scenes. On the other
hand, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based
semantic segmentation methods introduce a good rep-
resentation for the predefined semantics, which are
trained to extract robust features via networks with
a huge number of parameters. Although the success
of applying CNNs to semantic segmentation proves
the strong representation capability of CNNs can be
exploited on dense prediction tasks, it also shows
some drawbacks. One of the major downsides of
CNNs based approaches is their hunger for training
data. In semantic segmentation, training data is pre-
pared as manually labeled segmentation masks, in
which labels in the mask represent different seman-
tics. Preparing the training data for semantic segmen-
tation requires large efforts on manual labeling due to
the big necessity of training data. Besides, the idea
of semantic segmentation restricts to certain types of
predefined semantics, which compromises its appli-
cation to more generic scenes. From the perspective

of generic segmentation, training data can hardly be
prepared, since no semantics are predefined.

In video instance segmentation, methods proposed
to detect/segment generic object instances, such as
(Endres and Hoiem, 2010) and (Lee et al., 2011),
are usually employed as an object proposal generator.
An offline temporal analysis is exploited, in order to
search from a pool of object proposals within a frame
along a video sequence, which, in consequence, re-
stricts them to offline applications. On the other hand,
model based generic instance segmentation methods,
such as (Husain et al., 2015; Koo et al., 2014), usually
employ online training techniques, where instance
models are trained and updated along a video se-
quence. These approaches introduce a way to train
instance models without predefined semantics. How-
ever, the models used in these approaches are usually
simple, such as Gaussian models used in (Koo et al.,
2014) and quadratic functions in (Husain et al., 2015),
due to the small size of the training data.

In this paper, we present a generic instance seg-
mentation method which combines the advantages of
the generic instance segmentation method introduced
in (Lin et al., 2018) and those of CNNs based seman-
tic segmentation. That is the genericity in the generic
instance segmentation method and the strong object
representation power in CNNs, by exploiting the idea
of one shot learning. We employ the classical generic



instance segmentation method to discover object in-
stances and build temporal correspondences based on
all low level features. To represent the discovered
object instances, we first train a CNN model offline
for tracking generic object instances. Based on it, we
fine-tune the tracking model online with the few ex-
amples of the discovered object instances, in order to
obtain one CNN for each object instance to extract
robust features. In that case, we can predict more ac-
curately if a pixel belongs to the instance or not, based
on the features extracted from CNNs rather than hand-
crafted features used in (Lin et al., 2018). On the
other hand, the genericity is also kept, since no prior
information, such as initialization or predefined se-
mantics, is introduced in the proposed approach. Fur-
thermore, in the experiments section we also evaluate
the results obtained using the generic tracking CNN
model trained offline, without object specific online
fine-tuning. We observe that even these generic fea-
tures outperform the hand-crafted ones, with a similar
run-time performance.

2 RELATED WORK

The most challenging part of the proposed ap-
proach is how to train the CNNs based system with
very limited annotations. The deep architecture of
CNNs provides a complex function with a large
amount of parameters so that useful representations of
high dimensional data can be learned. However, this
advantage of CNNs becomes an obstacle in the train-
ing process when only few annotation is provided. In
this case, the learned model is strongly over-fitted due
to the large number of parameters and limited training
data. To tackle the problem, we employ the idea of
one shot learning. The key insight of one shot learn-
ing is that, rather than learning from scratch, one can
take advantage of knowledge coming from a previ-
ously learned model and solve the new learning tasks
using only one or few training samples.

One shot learning is an extreme case of transfer
learning. Transfer learning is widely used for train-
ing CNNs in various tasks. For instance, (Chen et al.,
2016) trains a semantic segmentation network first on
a image classification purpose using the large scale
dataset ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) as the training
data. Then, they take this pre-trained model as an ini-
tialization for a further training with a smaller set of
training data for the semantic segmentation task. In
(Girshick et al., 2014), the authors also pre-train their
object detection network with ImageNet on an image
classification purpose.

One shot learning methods have also been devel-

oped for various tasks in the state of the art, such
as image recognition (Vinyals et al., 2016; Fei-Fei
et al., 2006) and gesture recognition (Konecnỳ and
Hagara, 2014). More related to our approach, there
are also one shot learning based approaches for video
object segmentation. In (Caelles et al., 2016), the au-
thors present one shot object segmentation on video
sequences, based on a fully-convolutional neural net-
work architecture that is able to successively transfer
generic semantic information, learned on ImageNet,
to the task of foreground segmentation, and finally
to learning the appearance of a single annotated ob-
ject and segment the object in the following frames
with the learned object model in the test sequence.
Similarly, MaskTrack (Khoreva et al., 2016) learns to
refine the detected mask of an object, by using the
detections of the previous frame. The authors first
synthesize the movement of an object mask between
consecutive frames by performing affine transforma-
tion and non-rigid deformation to ground truth object
masks in group of datasets. In this manner, the mask
refinement network is generally trained off-line for
generic objects in the group of datasets. Then, they
fine-tune the network online for a specific object in
a test sequence using only the ground truth mask pro-
vided in the first frame. One of the drawbacks of these
approaches is that they require an accurate initializa-
tion for performing one shot learning on an object in-
stance in the scene.

3 CLASSICAL GENERIC
INSTANCE SEGMENTATION

In (Lin et al., 2018), the authors have introduced
a classical generic instance segmentation method F ,
which calculates the current segmentation Ot in frame
t with point cloud Ct obtained from the current
RGBD frame and the previous segmentation Ot−1,
F (Ct ,Ot−1)→ Ot . Ot consists of different object in-
stances o1

t ,o
2
t ...o

Mo
t ∈Ot , where Mo denotes the num-

ber of objects in the scene. Since the temporal cor-
respondences between object instances are made in
F , we have the observed sequence of object instances
in the history for each object instance oi

1...t−1 before
the segmentation in frame t is obtained. To segment
the current frame, the point cloud Ct is first divided
into blobs b1

t ,b
2
t ...b

Mb
t by analyzing the point cloud

connectivity built on a super-voxel graph Gt (v,e), in
which v represents super-voxels set and e represents
the edge set of the adjacency of super-voxels. The
current blobs are then assigned to object labels from
the previous frame via an optimization process. Blobs
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Figure 1: An example of blob segmentation in frame t con-
sidering the temporally corresponded object instances in
frame t−1.

assigned to more than one object labels need Blob
Segmentation. Fig.1 shows an example of a blob seg-
mentation, in which a blob (the region with green
boundary) in frame t is segmented with respect to the
object instances detected in frame t − 1 (the region
with blue and yellow boundary) and the temporal cor-
respondence built between these two frames.

The segmentation for the first frame is simply
done by first removing the plane-like point sets in the
input point cloud, then searching for connected com-
ponents on the super-voxel graph built on the residual
point cloud. In this manner, isolated point sets are
extracted from the input point cloud, which ideally
corresponds to object instances in the scene.

In (Lin et al., 2018), blob segmentation is achieved
by labeling nodes on the graph of the blob with as-
signed object labels via a Fully Connected Condi-
tional Random Field (FC-CRF) model. FC-CRF in-
troduces an unary energy describing the degree of
confidence that a super-voxel belongs to an object
instance and a pairwise energy representing the de-
gree of confidence that two super-voxels belong to the
same object instance. Optimizing the energy function
with the two energy terms provides the best labeling
of the graph, which implicitly represents the segmen-
tation of the blob. The unary energy for each node on
the graph is defined based on low level features, such
as 3D distance and color. As in (Lin et al., 2016),
we define the unary energy for labelling node vi with
object label o j as the mean distance between node vi
in the current frame and the k-nearest nodes labeled
by o j in the previous frame. This mean distance is
computed comparing feature vectors which concate-
nate 3 components: color feature (color histogram in
LAB color space), shape feature (local surface nor-
mal) and 3D position (3D coordinates of the node
centroid). Details can be found in (Lin et al., 2016).
These low level features are not always discriminative
enough for well distinguishing/segmenting different
object instances in a blob, which produces segmenta-
tion errors.

Figure 2: The schema of proposed approach.

4 CNNS BASED UNARY ENERGY
LEARNING

To tackle the above mentioned problem, we pro-
pose to exploit CNNs to extract robust features for
defining the unary energy in the blob segmentation
task. In practice, we train one CNN model Ni for each
object instance based only on the few observations of
that object instance in the history. The CNN Ni ex-
tracts feature maps from the input data and outputs a
2 classes probability map via a softmax layer at the
end of the CNN Ni. The probability map consists of
probabilities that each pixel belongs to instance i or
not. For a super-voxel vi, the probability is computed
as the mean probability of pixels in vi. Then, we sim-
ply employ the probabilities of the super-voxels ob-
tained from the CNN models of different object in-
stances as the unary energy. However, training CNNs
with millions of parameters from scratch usually re-
quires a large number of annotated data, in order to
optimize the parameters for extracting robust repre-
sentation of the input data. In our case, we only have
few object instance observations in the history oi

1...t−1
in frame t, which can be employed as training data.
With limited number of annotated data, it is difficult
to follow the training-from-scratch process. Thus, we
follow the method proposed in (Khoreva et al., 2016)
to perform one shot learning using the object instance
observations in the history.

Given the segmentation of an object oi
t−1 in frame

t−1 and the input color image It in frame t, our aim
is to train a CNN Ni

(
It ,oi

t−1
)
→ Pt

i , where Pt
i repre-

sents a probability map for object instance oi at time
t. Pt

i (x,y) stands for the output probability that the
pixel (x,y) on the input image It belongs to object



oi
t or not (P(x,y) =

[
Poi

t
(x,y) ,Pōi

t
(x,y)

]
). The CNN

model generates the current object instance segmenta-
tion by refining the object instance segmentation oi

t−1
in frame t−1 with respect to the current color image
It . We formulate the CNN based unary energy in Eq. 1
as:

µv j (i) =
1

Mv j
∑

∀(x,y)∈v j

Pi(x,y) (1)

where Mv j stands for the number of pixel contained
in super-voxel v j. Note that, in Eq. 1, we omit the
notation t for conciseness.

We employ two steps to achieve the training pro-
cess: the offline training and online training step. In
the offline training step, a base network is first em-
ployed to learn the generic attributes in an image clas-
sification task. Then, we extend the base network to
learn a generic notion of how to segment an object
instance taking a color image and a mask in the previ-
ous frame as the input. In the online training step, we
specify the extended network to a specific object in-
stance by fine-tuning the the generic model obtained
in the previous step, using only the few observations
of the object instance in a sequence. Fig.2 shows the
schema of the proposed approach.

4.1 Offline Training

A VGG network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) is
used as our base network and is pre-trained on Ima-
geNet (Deng et al., 2009) for an image classification
task, which has proven to be a very good initializa-
tion in other tasks (Chen et al., 2016; Girshick et al.,
2014). Although the network is not capable of per-
forming image segmentation, it provides generic at-
tributes in the network, which can be further specified
to tackle other tasks.

The network is then extended to cope with the
segmentation task. We follow Deeplab-ASPP (Chen
et al., 2016), which replaces the fully connected lay-
ers in VGG network with atrous upsampling layers
to achieve dense classification in a semantic segmen-
tation task. Deeplab-ASPP is selected due to its
outstanding performance in semantic segmentation.
Then, we extend the network to allow an extra mask
channel in the input. The extra mask channel is meant
to provide an estimation of the visible area of the
object in the current frame, its approximate location
and shape. We can then train the extended network
to output an accurate segmentation of the object in-
stance, given as input the current image and a rough
estimate of the object mask. To simulate the noise
of the previous frame output, during offline training,
we generate input masks by deforming the annota-
tions using affine transformation as well as non-rigid

deformations via thin-plate splines(Bookstein, 1989),
followed by a coarsening step (dilation morpholog-
ical operation) to remove details of the object con-
tour. We apply this data generation procedure over
a dataset of 104 images containing diverse object in-
stances. The affine transformations and non-rigid de-
formations aim at modelling the expected motion of
an object between two frames. The coarsening per-
mits us to generate training samples that resemble the
test time data, simulating the blobby shape of the out-
put mask given from the previous frame by the ex-
tended network. These two ingredients make the es-
timation more robust to noisy segmentation estimates
while helping to avoid accumulation of errors from
the preceding frames.

4.2 Online Training

The offline training provides the extended network the
ability to refine a roughly estimated mask of a generic
object instance (e.g. the instance mask in the previ-
ous frame) to a segmentation of the object instance.
In the case of a particular sequence, we fine-tune the
extended network, in order to adapt it to the specific
object instance based on the few observation of this
object instance in the history.

Given the observations of an object instance
oi

1...t−1, i ∈ {1...Mo} and the images I1...t−1, we ob-
tain t − 2 training data, each of which contains〈

oi
j−1, I j,oi

j

〉
, j ∈ {1...t−1}. Apart from this, we

also perform data augmentation for the t − 1 obser-
vations following the data generation method intro-
duced in Section 4.1, in which we randomly gener-
ate oi

j−1 for
〈

I j,oi
j

〉
by applying affine transform and

non-rigid deformation. The extended model is fine-
tuned based on these training data, in order to learn
the appearance of a specific object instance and seg-
ment it in the current frame.

4.3 Training Details

Following the descriptions in previous subsections,
we provide the training details of our network regard-
ing the offline and online training strategies.

4.3.1 Network Architecture

The base network follows the architecture of VGG
network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). VGG net-
work employs 5 groups of convolutional layers with
kernel size 3∗3 to extract robust features from an in-
put image. Following each group of convolutional
layers, a max pooling layer is provided to downsam-
ple the internal feature maps, so that the features can



Figure 3: The architectures of the base network and extended network.

be extracted more globally in the following convolu-
tional layers. A Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used
as the activation function for each convolutional layer.
Similarly, the extended network follows the architec-
ture of Deeplab-ASPP which shares the same features
network than VGG network (Simonyan and Zisser-
man, 2014) and substitutes the fully connected layers
in the VGG network with atrous upsampling layers.
These atrous upsampling layers perform Atrous Spa-
tial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) on the feature maps to
achieve the dense classification task in semantic seg-
mentation. Following (Khoreva et al., 2016), we ex-
tended Deeplab-ASPP to allow an extra mask chan-
nel in an input (denoted blue input channel in the ex-
tended network in Fig.3) by adding another channel in
the filters of the first convolutional layer. Fig.3 shows
an illustration of the architecture of the base network
and extended. Note that the pooling layers are not
shown in the figure for conciseness.

4.3.2 Offline Training

The extended network is initialized from a base net-
work pre-trained on ImageNet for an image classifica-
tion task. For the added channel in filters of the first
convolutional layer (see the red layer in the extended
network in Fig.3) and atrous upsampling layers, we
use Gaussian initialization. The training data used in
the offline training process is generated from serveral
datasets (Cheng et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014; Mova-
hedi and Elder, 2010; Shi et al., 2016) by performing
affine transformation and thin-plate splines (Book-
stein, 1989). That is to say, for each object mask o
on image I, we generate transformed and deformed

masks of o, which forms several offline training sam-
ples. For affine transformation, we consider random
scaling (±5% of object size), translation (±10% shift)
and rotation (±10◦). For deformation, we use 5 con-
trol points and randomly shift them within ±10%
margin of the original object mask. Next, the mask is
coarsened using dilation operation with 5 pixel radius.
This mask deformation procedure is applied over all
object instances in the training set. For each image
two different masks are generated.

We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with
mini-batches of 10 images and a polynomial learning
policy with initial learning rate of 0.001. The mo-
mentum and weight decay are set to 0.9 and 0.0005,
respectively. The network is trained for 20k iterations.

4.3.3 Online Training

For online adaptation, we fine-tune the model previ-
ously trained offline for 200 iterations with training
samples generated from the few observations in the
history. We augment the few observations by image
flipping and rotations as well as by deforming the an-
notated masks for an extra channel via affine and non-
rigid deformations with the same parameters as for
the offline training. This results in an augmented set
of 103 training images. The network is trained with
the same learning parameters as for offline training,
fine-tuning all convolutional layers.
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Figure 4: Examples of qualitative results from CNN+GIS
in the first row and GIS in the second row.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report the experiment results in
the RGBD video foreground segmentation dataset (Fu
et al., 2017) comparing with the classical generic in-
stance segmentation (GIS) method introduced in (Lin
et al., 2018). The RGBD video foreground segmen-
tation dataset (Fu et al., 2017) contains 12 RGBD se-
quences captured in 7 different types of scenes with
multiple objects. Since blob segmentation is needed
only when objects interact with each other (physically
attached), we perform both the CNN based generic
instance segmentation (CNN+GIS) and the classical
GIS on all the sequences, but evaluation is only made
in frames which involve object interactions. We keep
the evaluation metrics used by (Lin et al., 2018) in the
experiment as mean Intersection over Union (mIoU).
Fig.4 shows some comparison results, in which re-
sults from CNN+GIS are shown in the first row and
results from GIS in the second row. CNN+GIS ob-
tains clearly improved segmentation results than GIS
due to the better defined unary energy (see the better
object boundaries obtained in CNN+GIS). A quanti-
tative comparison is also made on this dataset, shown
in Table 1. Apart from GIS and CNN+GIS, we
introduce a comparison to CNN+GIS without per-
forming online training (CNN+GIS-OT). CNN+GIS
obtains around 6% higher mIoU than GIS, whereas
CNN+GIS-OT also outperforms GIS with around 2%
higher mIoU. To fully exploit the RGBD data, we
have also explored the possibility to incorporate the
depth map as an extra input channel in CNN+GIS,
however no improvement is observed, while the com-
plexity is increased.

Table 2 shows average time spent for building
the unary energy in GIS, CNN+GIS and CNN+GIS-
OT in one blob segmentation respectively. Al-
though CNN+GIS outperforms GIS in mIoU, the
computational complexity is higher than GIS. With
a trade-off in accuracy, the computation complexity
of CNN+GIS can be decreased by eliminating online
training process or reducing the online training sam-
ples to obtain the expected run-time performance in
the applications.

mIoU
GIS 67.2
CNN+GIS 73.5
CNN+GIS-OT 69.1

Table 1: Quanitative comparision between GIS, CNN+GIS
and CNN+GIS without performing online training

time
GIS 0.07s
CNN+GIS 12s
CNN+GIS-OT 0.09s

Table 2: Run-time performance of building the unary en-
ergy in GIS, CNN+GIS and CNN+GIS without performing
online training

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a method which
combines the strong object representation power
in CNN based semantic segmentation methods and
the genericity in the generic instance segmentation
method introduced in (Lin et al., 2018), and applied
the combined approach to solve an instance segmen-
tation problem. We verify the feasibility of employing
one-shot learning method to model object instances
with very few examples discovered by the generic ob-
ject instance segmentation (GIS) method. The exper-
iment results illustrate that an improved segmentation
performance can be obtained by combining those two
methods. On the other hand, instance independent
learned features for tracking obtain a better result than
hand-crafted features based on color, shape and 3D
distance, with just a slight increase of the computa-
tional time. Features fine-tuned to the instance that
is being tracked achieve the best results, but with a
much higher run-time performance.
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